
distributed 
cloud.

Innovate and scale

Operate and optimize

Adopt new ways of operating that push your cloud 
estate to ever higher levels of business 
performance and sustainability

cloud strategy office & cloud center of excellence, 
Infrastructure automation, vulnerabilities and 
failures detection, finOps, cloud financial 
management, sustainability with cloud

Modernise and accelerate

Ramp up your organisational speed and agility by 
restructuring architectures, applications and data 
for cloud.

hybrid & multi-cloud deployments, the power of 
containers, reach new insights faster, loosely 
coupled architecture, cloud native devOps, 
serverless & managed services

Enforce security and compliance

Integrate security and full compliance inside 
cloud foundations and maintain required 
security level within the continuous lifecycle.

identity & access, data sovereignty & 
compliance, network security, security 
monitoring and remediation management, 
secured development environment

Build the foundation

Set right the foundations to get your 
workloads to cloud rapidly and securely by 
selecting the right infrastructure for your 
business needs.

cloud center of excellence, foundation 
definition, cloud foundation set up, cloud 
automation factory, implementation of 
finOps principles

Set the scene

Design a value-driven journey to ensure you 
meet the expected business outcomes and 
establish strong foundational practices.

digital roadmap, cloud services definition, 
cloud academy framing, target operating 
model, governance

Use cloud as a digital transformation lever, 
creating a foundation for rapid experimentation, 
innovation and new business models.

smart products, innovative solutions from 
hyperscalers, cloud-enabled transformation, 
cloud, a no-brainer to become an enterprise 
platform, elasticity & resiliency

our partners. they trust us.

Adopting cloud at scale and maximising its 
untapped value. 

Cloud is evolving fast. Companies may have started with a single small cloud instance. But 
that grew. And another public cloud was added. And enterprises still need to utilize its own 
data center to a certain extent.

that’s why…
Devoteam offers a full spectrum of cloud services, so that companies can speed up innovation, 
drive business agility, streamline operations, and optimize costs.

concretely…


